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The Advantages of Using Helical Piles in Building Projects -
foundation

excavator
precast concrete
pound per square inch

Installation Equipment and Process

Standard square shaft helical piles are usually installed using compact equipment, such as a skid-
steer loading machine or excavator with a hydraulic drive head. This allows for faster installation but
also eliminates the need to prepare the ground thoroughly. Operators play a vital part in making sure
that the piles are installed plumb, using both visual cues as well as assistance from ground workers.

They provide strong, stable support and are resistant to shifting and settling Helical Piles: A Deep Dive
into Their Applications economics. They provide a durable foundation that lasts for a long time helical
piles installers Helical pile installation.
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Increased Load Capacity by advanced Techniques

One of the main aspects of helical pile installation is achieving the required load capacity. This is the
point where the connection between the installation torque and load capacity becomes essential.
Modern torque indicators, like the Chance Digital Torque Indicator, are a key component in this
process by providing precise measurements and eliminating the uncertainties associated with the
estimation of hydraulic pressure.

Optimized Operating Pitch and Speed Aspects
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The speed of operation during installation is vital, generally ranging between 8 to 16 RPM. This
controlled speed makes sure that the pile advances approximately 3 inches per revolution, which is in
line to the helical plate's pitch. If the pile doesn't advance according to plan, adjustments such as the
increase of downward thrust or the addition of larger plates to avoid 'spinning out' similar to a screw
stripping its threads.
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Decoding the Technical Aspects
of Helical Piles

The versatility of helical piles is yet another factor contributing to their growing popularity. They can be
utilized in a range of soil types and conditions, including those difficult for conventional foundations.
This adaptability makes them the ideal choice for areas with problematic soils, high water tables, or
restricted access. Additionally, their design can be tailored to particular demands for load, making
them suitable for a wide range of projects, from small homes to industrial projects.

Decoding the Technical Aspects of Helical Piles
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Understanding Helical Piles: A
Comprehensive Overview



Helical piles are not only beneficial for new construction, but also play a crucial function in the
renovation and repair projects. They are ideal for securing existing structures, and provide a non-
intrusive method to strengthen and stabilize aging or damaged foundations. Their ability to be installed
with minimal vibration and noise is a boon in densely populated areas or in projects where maintaining
the structural integrity of adjacent structures is critical.

In the end Helical piles are an important step ahead in foundation technology. They provide solid,
stable and versatile foundation for a wide range types of building projects. Their speedy installation,
adaptability, sustainability, and immediate load-bearing capability make them a great option for the
future of building. While the industry of construction continues to evolve and face new issues, helical
piles are ready to provide the stability and strength required for the buildings of tomorrow.

Why Choose Helical Piles for
Your Construction Project?

Alongside their main advantages, helical piles have a variety of additional advantages that strengthen
their place in modern construction. These include:

Enhanced stability with varying soil conditions: Helical piles are uniquely well-suited to help
stabilize structures in diverse soil types, ranging from clay-rich to sandy soils, guaranteeing a
sturdy foundation regardless of the geographical location.
Reduction of vibration in the process of installation: Unlike traditional methods of piling The
installation of helical piles creates a minimal amount of vibration. This is essential in urban areas
and near sensitive structures where maintaining the structural integrity is vital.
Customizable sizes and lengths: Helical piles can be customized in length and size, providing
flexibility to meet the requirements of each project, ranging from lightweight structures to heavy
industrial applications.
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Potential for cost savings Efficiency and speed of installing helical piles can result in substantial cost
savings in terms of less equipment and labor requirements as well as shorter timeframes for projects.
All-year-round installation: Helical piles can be used in a range different weather situations, such as
those in cold environments where traditional foundation techniques may be impeded, thus ensuring
the continuity of construction schedules.

These additional features, coupled with their primary advantages are what are what make the helical
piles an extremely versatile and reliable foundation choice for a variety types of projects.



Customizing Helical Pile
Solutions for Unique Projects

In the constantly evolving world of construction, helical piles have emerged as a nefarious gem with
strengths that are changing the construction industry. This short article sheds light on the advantages
unique to Helical piles and explains the reason why they are gaining popularity in the modern day
construction projects.

Helical piles, sometimes referred to as screw piles, are a foundation solution characterized by their
spiral-shaped plates, which are connected to a central steel shaft. This design is innovative and allows
for quick and efficient installation since the piles are literally installed into the ground. This method
stands in stark contrast to conventional foundation methods, and offers significant advantages.

The Versatility of Helical Piles in
Various Applications

Building on the foundational strengths of helical piles Their usage in construction projects provides a
number of specific advantages. They can be described as follows:

1. load distribution: Helical piles are designed to efficiently distribute load which reduces the
chance of settlement, and improving structural stability overall.

2. Ease of Access Their small design and installation tools make helical piles suitable for projects
that have limited access or restricted spaces like the construction of urban areas.
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3. Do not need to wait for curing In contrast to traditional concrete foundations Helical piles don't
need to cure so construction can begin immediately following the installation.

4. Environmental Friendliness: The process of installation of helical piles can be considered
environmentally friendly, with little disturbance to the ground and the possibility of using recycled
materials.

5. Cost-effective: The rapid installation process and less requirement for materials often lead to
the most cost-effective foundation option as compared to conventional methods.

These issues highlight the multiple advantages of using helical piles in highlighting their role in
enhancing efficiency, sustainability, and cost-effectiveness in construction.
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